Iris IP44
Iris design, now available for
outdoor solutions
There are a wide range of spaces with environmental and humidity
conditions that require additional protection. Gardens, terraces and
garages are areas in which we carry out different activities, often
associated with leisure, and we wish to have the comfort of electricity
inside our homes. BJC presents the Iris IP44 series, to cater to these
needs.
A flush-mounted series that combines the elegance and smooth
curves of the Iris design with an IP44 degree of protection to guarantee
protection against water splashed in any direction and water-tightness
against liquid particles with diameters as small as 1 mm.
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* Iris

* Iris IP44

Protection IP44
with the elegance
of BJC Iris.
Its structure is fitted with a complete safety system that
guarantees
IP-44 protection and which, in turn, blends in perfectly
with the
design of the Iris series. It keeps the same depth, and
conserves all the balance and elegance of the original
look; so much
so that it is difficult to tell the two options apart.
13,1 mm

14 mm

IP-44 PROTECTION WITH NO ADDED VOLUME
EPDM membrane protecting the entire
perimeter of the
frame.
- Thermoplastic elastomer with high insulating
capacity.
- Widely used for sealing and insulation in the
automobile and construction industries. The
membrane is set within the frame of the article,
forming an indivisible unit.
- Offers a high level of water tightness without
affecting the design. This effect is due to the
exclusive V-shaped profile which, when installed, is
hidden behind the frame, for added impermeability,
but above all, with no extra volume.

85 mm

Polycarbonate frame.
Polycarbonate frame with EPDM membrane set in a
single invisible
piece.
Zamak frame.
- Material with high mechanical resistance.
- Allows tight screwing during assembly, permitting
the EPDM membrane to be hidden inside the frame.
- Rustproof

Design detail in a “V” shape of the membrane’s
outline.
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Iris IP44
Switch IP44.
Step-by-step
safety
Iris IP44 switches offer protection in
the frame, with an EPDM membrane
that protects its entire perimeter and
extends to the rocker through a second
membrane in the intermediate piece. This
structure provides the IP44 protection
that allows it to comply with the safety
regulations in wet premises.

Insert with
Zamak frame to
withstand tight
screwing, allowing the
EPDM membrane to
be hidden within the
frame.

Middle piece
protecting
the rocker with an
EPDM
membrane.
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Polycarbonate
frame with EPDM
membrane set in a
single invisible
piece.

Power protection IP44.
Security step-by-step
Iris IP44 socket outlets are fitted with the EPDM membrane in the frame that is
characteristic of the series, as well as a hinged polycarbonate protective lid. The socket
outletsand the hinged lid have a special design with an interior circuit for expelling
water through two outlets in the lower part, preventing it from seeping into the insert.

Insert with Zamak
frame to withstand tight
screwing, allowing the
EPDM membrane to be
hidden within the frame.

Polycarbonate hinged
protective lid.

Polycarbonate frame with
EPDM membrane set in a single
invisible piece.
Cover with water-expulsion
circuit.

Polycarbonate hinged lid:
· Incorporates a water-expulsion circuit.
· It is specially treated to delay the effects of
UV rays.
· Hinged to provide the socket outlet with the
best possible protection against water.

Water-expulsion circuit:
The socket outlet and the cover have a special
design with an interior circuit for expelling
water through two outlets in the lower part,
preventing it from seeping into the inserts.

Socket outlet cover:
· Design features a water outlet circuit.
· Extruded perimeter that prevents the entry of
water into the socket outlet.
· The hinge of the cover acts as extra
protection, fitting tightly with the frame and
the EPDM set therein.

Detail of the design of
the water circuit and its
route.

Two outlets in the lower
part of the socket outlet
ensure that the water is
expelled.
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Iris IP44
White
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Two-way switch
Intermediate switch
2 pole one-way switch
16 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185006
185007
185008

Two-way switch
with indicator light
16 A 250 V~
Packing 10

Double two-way switch
16 A 250 V~
Packing 1

185010

Double push-button
for blinds electric interlocking
device
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185065

Push-button, bell symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185016

Push-button with
indicator light and bell symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185016-L

1-gang frame

185001

Push-button, bulb symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185017

Push-button with
185017-L
indicator light and bulb symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

2-gang frame

185002

Schuko® socket outlet with
increased touch protection
16 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185024

RTV/SAT socket outlet,
individual installation
Packing 10

185935-X
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Blank cover
Packing 10

185006-L

185033

Beige

Two-way switch
Intermediate switch
2 pole one-way switch
16 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185006-A
185007-A
185008-A

Two-way switch
with indicator light
16 A 250 V~
Packing 10

Double two-way switch
16 A 250 V~
Packing 1

185010-A

Double push-button
for blinds electric interlocking
device
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

Push-button, bell symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185016-A

Push-button with
185016-AL
indicator light and bell symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

1-gang frame

185001-A

Push-button, bulb symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185017-A

Push-button with
185017-AL
indicator light and bulb symbol
10 A 250 V~
Packing 10

2-gang frame

185002-A

Schuko® socket outlet with
increased touch protection
16 A 250 V~
Packing 10

185024-A

Blank cover
Packing 10

RTV/SAT socket outlet,
individual installation
Packing 10

185006-AL

185065-A

185033-A

185935-AX
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